The present describes low latency streaming using temporal frame transformation. An execution component in an edge server executes a first instance of an application. A server interface component receives, from a remote server, a resolution delta frame indicating differences between a high resolution first frame and a low resolution first frame of a second instance of the application or, alternatively, receives the high resolution first frame. A video manipulation component generates a motion delta frame by identifying differences between a low resolution first frame and a low resolution second frame of the first instance of the application. The video manipulation component generates a high resolution transformed frame by applying the resolution delta frame and the motion delta frame to the low resolution second frame.
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LOW LATENCY APPLICATION STREAMING USING TEMPORAL FRAME TRANFORMATION

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to low latency application streaming using temporal frame transformation.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Client devices, particularly mobile devices, equipped with high-resolution touchscreens, powerful processors, and graphics processing units (GPUs) are increasingly in use for many applications including those associated with interactive applications such as electronic gaming. As client device screens increase in size and resolution, finer graphical detail and advanced graphical effects are becoming more common for interactive applications. And the processing capabilities of client device GPUs are constantly improving. Even so, many client devices cannot yet provide the rich visual experience and sophisticated graphical detail found in dedicated gaming consoles or high-end desktop computers. Several reasons exist for this discrepancy including power consumption and size. A high-end desktop GPU may consume 500 watts, whereas a high-end client device GPU may consume less than 10 watts. Moreover, client device GPUs likely will continue to lag behind desktop GPUs since battery capacity of many client devices is limited given that larger capacity batteries are bulky and may be inconsistent with many client device form factors particularly mobile device form factors.

[0003] A common approach to address these issues is to develop a version of the interactive application specifically designed considering the constraints of the hardware included in particular client devices. Doing so, oftentimes results in a lack of graphical details, such as complex lighting, shadows, particles, fog, detailed textures, complex models, non-critical graphical objects such as blades of grass in the field, and the like. This approach is oftentimes employed in modern games to allow such games to run on underpowered hardware, such as low-end desktop and laptop computers. Thus, through custom graphics settings, different levels of visual detail and effects can be enabled or disabled (e.g., using a configuration screen) to obtain a sufficient level of detail while allowing the game to be rendered at a full frame rate.

[0004] Alternatively, execution of the interactive application may be fully or partially offloaded to a remote server to make the application more accessible to all users. Such an approach may utilize general-purpose workloads running on the central processing units
(CPUs) of the client devices. Or execution of game logic and rendering may be offloaded to a remote server using a thin client architecture in which the client device (thin client) receives and transmits user input to the server. The server, in turn, executes the game logic and rendering based on the received user input and provides the resulting audio-visual or visual only output encoded as compressed video to the client device. This approach is vulnerable to excessive latency if the server is not relatively geographically close to the client. Excessive latency may adversely and undesirably affect the user gaming experience. A need remains, therefore, for improved low latency interactive application solutions.

**BRIEF DRAWINGS DESCRIPTION**

[0005] The present disclosure describes various embodiments that may be understood and fully appreciated in conjunction with the following drawings:

Fig. 1 diagrams an embodiment of a system according to the present disclosure;

Figs. 2A-C diagram embodiments of a system according to the present disclosure;

Fig. 3 diagrams an embodiment of a timeline of a system according to the present disclosure;

Fig. 4 diagrams an embodiment of a system according to the present disclosure; and

Fig. 5 diagrams an embodiment of a method according to the present disclosure.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION**

[0006] The present disclosure describes embodiments with reference to the drawing figures listed above. Persons of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the description and figures illustrate rather than limit the disclosure and that, in general, the figures are not drawn to scale for clarity of presentation. Such skilled persons will also realize that many more embodiments are possible by applying the inventive principles contained herein and that such embodiments fall within the scope of the disclosure that is not to be limited except by the claims.

[0007] Remote rendering and streaming of interactive applications may involve a user on a client device that may interact with a remote server. The remote server may render the interactive application frames and audio and may stream the resulting audiovisual output stream to a client device via a network. Given the general availability of rendering and encoding hardware, a differentiator of the user experience is perceived latency, which may be defined as a time between the user providing input to the application and the user observing the result of that input. A factor that may influence perceived latency is a physical distance between the client device and the remote server that renders the
application. Unfortunately, a factor that influences cost is the location of the remote server. Latency has been improved by geographically locating render servers close to the client devices that receive user input. Unfortunately, many such users cluster in dense metropolitan areas that lack availability of large spaces to locate large datacenters that include remote servers. And the space tends to cost a premium in metropolitan areas.

Given the high cost of space in metropolitan areas and its limited availability, it is often challenging to provide low latency capacity for many of these markets using remote servers in datacenters. The techniques described herein may allow leveraging geographically distant or remote, cost effective, servers in datacenters that do not introduce undesirable levels of latency to adversely affect the user interactive experience. The techniques described herein may further enable a client device to offload high performance graphics rendering and processing to a remote server and an edge server in a manner that ensures low latency. The client device may interact with the remote server and the edge server in a common streaming model. The remote server, located geographically remote from the client device, may execute a second instance of the application and may render a first high resolution frame and a first low resolution frame of the application. In an embodiment, the remote server may generate a resolution delta frame that indicates the differences between the first high resolution frame and the first low resolution frame. The remote server may transmit the resolution delta frame to the edge server. In an alternative embodiment, the remote server may transmit the high resolution frames it generates to the edge server, which, in turn, may generate the resolution delta frame. Transmitting the resolution delta frame from the remote server to the edge server may reduce the bandwidth requirements between the remote server and the edge server as compared to transmitting the high resolution frame from the remote server to the edge server. In either circumstance, however, the resolution delta frame or the high resolution frames generated at the remote server provide a level of detail lacking in the low resolution frames generated by the edge server.

The edge server, located geographically close to the client device, may execute a first instance of the application and may render first and second low resolution frames. The edge server and the remote server may execute the first instance and the second instance, respectively, of the application in a synchronized manner explained in more detail below. The edge server generates a motion delta frame that indicates differences between the first and second low resolution frames. The edge server may provide the
client device with a high resolution transformed frame generated by transforming the low
resolution second frame based at least in part on the resolution delta frame received by the
remote server (or alternatively, the edge server may generate the resolution delta frame
based on receiving, from the remote server, the high resolution first frame generated by
the remote server). By doing so, the client device may experience the same low latency as
if the remote server were located geographically close to the client device while achieving
improved game graphics rendering and processing.

[0010] Fig. 1 diagrams an embodiment of a system 100 according to the present
disclosure. Referring to Fig. 1, system 100 includes a computing device 102 that may
execute instructions defining applications, components, objects, routines, programs,
instructions, data structures, virtual machines, and the like that perform particular tasks or
functions or that implement particular data types. Instructions that define such
applications, components, objects, routines, programs, virtual machines, and the like may
be stored in memory, e.g., system memory 106, remote memory 134, or external memory
136. Some or all of the applications may be instantiated at run time by one or more
processors comprised in a processing unit, e.g., processing device 104. Some or all of the
applications may be interactive in that they operate in response to user input. A person of
ordinary skill in the art will recognize that many of the concepts associated with the
exemplary embodiment of system 100 may be implemented as computer instructions,
firmware, or software in any of a variety of computing architectures, e.g., computing
device 102, to achieve a same or equivalent result.

[0011] Moreover, a person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the exemplary
embodiment of system 100 may be implemented on other types of computing
architectures, e.g., general purpose or personal computers, hand-held devices, mobile
communication devices, gaming devices, music devices, photographic devices, multi-
processor systems, microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics,
minicomputers, mainframe computers, application specific integrated circuits, and like.
For illustrative purposes only, system 100 is shown in Fig. 1 to include computing devices
102, geographically remote computing devices 102R, tablet computing device 102T,
mobile computing device 102M, and laptop computing device 102L. A person of ordinary
skill in the art may recognize that computing device 102 may be embodied in any of tablet
computing device 102T, mobile computing device 102M, or laptop computing device
102L. Mobile computing device 102M may include mobile cellular devices, mobile
gaming devices, gaming consoles, mobile reader devices, mobile photographic devices, and the like.

[0012] A person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that an exemplary embodiment of system 100 may be implemented in a distributed computing system in which various computing entities or devices, often geographically remote from one another, e.g., computing device 102 and remote computing device 102R, perform particular tasks or execute particular applications, objects, components, routines, programs, instructions, data structures, virtual machines, and the like. For example, the exemplary embodiment of system 100 may be implemented in a server/client configuration connected via network 130 (e.g., computing device 102 may operate as a server and remote computing device 102R or tablet computing device 102T may operate as a client, all connected through network 130). Network 130 may be a single network or several logically or physically distinct networks. In distributed computing systems, applications may be stored in local memory 106, external memory 136, or remote memory 134. Local memory 106, external memory 136, or remote memory 134 may be any kind of memory, volatile or non-volatile, removable or non-removable, known to a person of ordinary skill in the art including random access memory (RAM), flash memory, read only memory (ROM), ferroelectric RAM, magnetic storage devices, optical discs, and the like.

[0013] Computing device 102 comprises processing device 104, memory 106, device interface 108, and network interface 110, which may all be interconnected through bus 112. Processing device 104 represents a single, central processing unit, or a plurality of processing units in a single or two or more computing devices 102, e.g., computing device 102 and remote computing device 102R. In some circumstances, computing device 102 may further comprise a graphics processing unit (GPU) 105 specially designed to rapidly manipulate or alter memory 106 to accelerate the creation of images in a frame buffer intended for output to a display. GPU 105 may be part of processing device 104 or distinct from processing device 104. GPU 105 may be specially designed to efficiently manipulate computer graphics and images particularly computer graphics and images comprising large blocks of data.

[0014] Local memory 106, as well as external memory 136 or remote memory 134, may be any type memory device known to a person of ordinary skill in the art including any combination of RAM, flash memory, ROM, ferroelectric RAM, magnetic storage devices, optical discs, and the like that is appropriate for the particular task. Local memory 106 may store a database, indexed or otherwise. Local memory 106 may store a basic
input/output system (BIOS) 106A with routines executable by processing device 104 to transfer data, including data 106D, between the various elements of system 100. Local memory 106 also may store an operating system (OS) 106B executable by processing device 104 that, after being initially loaded by a boot program, manages other programs in the computing device 102. Memory 106 may store routines or programs executable by processing device 104, e.g., applications or programs 106C. Applications or programs 106C may make use of the OS 106B by making requests for services through a defined application program interface (API). Applications or programs 106C may be used to enable the generation or creation of any application program designed to perform a specific function directly for a user or, in some cases, for another application program. Examples of application programs include games, interactive entertainment, word processors, database programs, browsers, development tools, drawing, paint, and image editing programs, communication programs, tailored applications, and the like. Users may interact directly with computing device 102 through a user interface such as a command language or a user interface displayed on a monitor (not shown). Local memory 106 may be comprised in a processing unit, e.g., processing device 104.

Device interface 108 may be any one of several types of interfaces. Device interface 108 may operatively couple any of a variety of devices, e.g., hard disk drive, optical disk drive, magnetic disk drive, or the like, to the bus 112. Device interface 108 may represent either one interface or various distinct interfaces, each specially constructed to support the particular device that it interfaces to the bus 112. Device interface 108 may additionally interface input or output devices utilized by a user to provide direction to the computing device 102 and to receive information from the computing device 102. These input or output devices may include voice recognition devices, gesture recognition devices, touch recognition devices, keyboards, monitors, mice, pointing devices, speakers, stylus, microphone, joystick, game pad, satellite dish, printer, scanner, camera, video equipment, modem, monitor, and the like (not shown). Device interface 108 may be a serial interface, parallel port, game port, firewire port, universal serial bus, or the like.

A person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that the system 100 may use any type of computer readable medium accessible by a computer, such as magnetic cassettes, flash memory cards, compact discs (CDs), digital video disks (DVDs), cartridges, RAM, ROM, flash memory, magnetic disc drives, optical disc drives, and the like. A computer readable medium as described herein includes any manner of computer program product, computer storage, machine readable storage, or the like.
Network interface 110 operatively couples the computing device 102 to one or more remote computing devices 102R, tablet computing devices 102T, mobile computing devices 102M, and laptop computing devices 102L, on a local, wide, or global area network 130. Computing devices 102R may be geographically remote from computing device 102. Remote computing device 102R may have the structure of computing device 102 and may operate as server, client, router, switch, peer device, network node, or other networked device and typically includes some or all of the elements of computing device 102. Computing device 102 may connect to network 130 through a network interface or adapter included in the interface 110. Computing device 102 may connect to network 130 through a modem or other communications device included in the network interface 110. Computing device 102 alternatively may connect to network 130 using a wireless device 132. The modem or communications device may establish communications to remote computing devices 102R through global communications network 130. A person of ordinary skill in the art will recognize that programs 106C might be stored remotely through such networked connections. Network 130 may be local, wide, global, or otherwise and may include wired or wireless connections employing electrical, optical, electromagnetic, acoustic, or other carriers as is known to a person of ordinary skill in the art.

The present disclosure may describe some portions of the exemplary system 100 using algorithms and symbolic representations of operations on data bits within a memory, e.g., memory 106. A person of ordinary skill in the art will understand these algorithms and symbolic representations as most effectively conveying the substance of their work to others of ordinary skill in the art. An algorithm is a self-consistent sequence leading to a desired result. The sequence requires physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usually, but not necessarily, these quantities take the form of electrical or magnetic signals capable of being stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise manipulated. For simplicity, the present disclosure refers to these signals as bits, values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or like. The terms are merely convenient labels. A person of skill in the art will recognize that terms such as computing, calculating, generating, loading, determining, displaying, or like refer to the actions and processes of a computing device, e.g., computing device 102. The computing device 102 may manipulate and transform data represented as physical electronic quantities within a memory into other data similarly represented as physical electronic quantities within the memory.
In an embodiment, system 100 may be a distributed network in which some computing devices 102 operate as servers, e.g., computing device 102, to provide content, services, or the like, through network 130 to other computing devices operating as clients, e.g., remote computing device 102R, laptop computing device 102L, tablet computing device 102T. In some circumstances, computing devices 102 may operate as servers that execute application programs offloaded from other computing devices 102 operating as clients.

Figs. 2A-C diagram embodiments of a system 200 according to the present disclosure. Referring to Figs. 1 and 2A-C, a system 200 may comprise a remote server 202RS, an edge server 202ES, and a client 202C. In an embodiment, remote server 202RS, edge server 202ES, and client device 202C may be structured similarly to computing device 102 to include processing device 104, memory 106, device interface 108, bus 112, and network interface 110. Remote server 202RS may include a more powerful processing device 104, GPU 105, or larger capacity or different type of memory 106 relative to those in edge server 202ES or client device 202C or both based on various design constraints including performance, cost, size, mobility, and the like. Similarly, edge server 202ES may include a more powerful processing device 104, GPU 105, or larger capacity or different type of memory 106 relative to those in client device 202C or both based on various design constraints including performance, cost, size, mobility, and the like. In some circumstances, client device 202C may be a thin client that relies on remote server 202RS or edge server 202ES for computationally intensive tasks, e.g., rendering and processing interactive application graphics.

A user may interact with client device 202C using a graphical user interface that, in turn, transmits user input 203 to remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES via network 230. Client device 202C may transmit user input 203 to remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES in any manner known to a person of ordinary skill in the art.

For simplicity, the description below will describe remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES executing instances of an interactive application, e.g., a game, a program, or the like. Remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES may execute distinct instances of a particular interactive application, e.g., a second application instance 208RS and a first application instance 208ES. As is described in more detail below, remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES may render frames and audio corresponding to second application instance 208RS and first application instance 208ES, respectively. In an embodiment, remote server 202RS may render a first quality first frame 209 of second application...
instance 208RS and a second quality first frame 211 of second application instance 208RS. First quality first frame 209 may have a first quality attribute, e.g., a high resolution. Similarly, second quality first frame 211 may have a second quality attribute, e.g., a low resolution. Note that the labels "first" and "second" as it refers to application instances, first quality, and the like are merely a convenience and not intended to denote any temporal or other relationship between the items so labeled.

[0023] Remote server 202RS may be one of a large group of networked computer servers in a datacenter located geographically remote from client device 202C. Edge server 202ES may render a second quality first frame 215 of first application instance 208ES and a second quality second frame 217 of first application instance 208ES. Second quality first frame 215 and second quality second frame 217 may have the second quality attribute, e.g., a low resolution, e.g., 320x240 pixels, lower than a high resolution, e.g., 1920x1080 pixels. In an embodiment, second quality second frame 217 may sequentially follow second quality first frame 215 in first application instance 208ES. In an embodiment, client device 202C may not be aware of that edge server 202ES is coupled to remote server 202RS so that, e.g., client device 202C may run legacy thin client software without needing to upgrade to support the resolution boost provided by the remote server 202RS.

[0024] In an embodiment, edge server 202ES may be located geographically close to client device 202C. Client device 202C may only interact directly with edge server 202ES. As is explained in more detail below, locating edge server 202ES geographically close to client 202C may improve the perceived latency of a user interacting with the application by reducing the time between the user providing an input and the user observing a result of that input in the application while offloading computationally intensive application graphics processing to remote server 202RS. Client device 202C may interact with edge server 202ES in a known streaming model that receives a video stream in any format known to a person of ordinary skill in the art, e.g., H.264/5 stream.

[0025] Referring to Figs. 2A-C, remote server 202RS may comprise a synchronization component 204RS, an execution component 206RS, and a video manipulation component 210RS. Synchronization component 204RS, execution component 206RS, and/or video manipulation component 210RS may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or software components, objects, circuits, devices, or the like, or a combination thereof.
Synchronization component 204RS may operate cooperatively with synchronization component 204ES in edge server 202ES to synchronize the execution of second application instance 208RS on remote server 202RS with execution of first application instance 208ES on edge server 202ES. Remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES may therefore be running distinct instances 208RS and 208ES of a same application. In an embodiment, edge server 202ES may operate as a master while remote server 202RS may operate in a synchronized or spectate mode locked to an identical user point of view. In another embodiment, edge server 202ES may synchronize game play by forwarding inputs. In yet another embodiment, edge server 202ES may operate in a real-time record and playback mode in which it forks and forwards render calls (either complete instructions or only send frame instruction deltas) to remote server 202RS, which would have copies of application assets, textures, geometries, and the like since these are costly to transfer from edge server 202ES. Remote server 202RS may execute instructions on, e.g., GPU 105, and return values are not sent back to the source and instead stored as needed to map memory/pointer locations.

Execution component 206RS may be configured to execute a second application instance 208RS. Execution component 206RS may generate a first quality first frame 209 of second application instance 208RS having a frame rate, e.g., 60 frames per second, and a first quality attribute, e.g., a first resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. Execution component 206RS may further generate a second quality first frame 211 of second application instance 208RS having the (same) frame rate, e.g., 60 frames per second, and a second quality attribute, e.g., a second resolution of 320x240 pixels. In an embodiment, first quality first frame 209 and second quality first frame 211 represent a same frame, e.g., a first frame, of second application instance 208RS with each having different quality attributes, e.g., a first resolution and a second resolution, respectively.

The first and second quality attributes may refer to any quality attribute of frames of application instance 208RS or 208ES that are well known to a person of ordinary skill in the art. In some circumstances, the first and second quality attributes may refer to first and second resolutions, respectively, of frames 209, 211, 215, or 217. The first resolution may be different, e.g., lower, than the first resolution. Thus, execution component 206RS may generate first quality first frame 209 and second quality first frame 211 as a high resolution first frame and a low resolution first frame, respectively, of second application instance 208RS.
In an embodiment, video manipulation component 210RS may generate a resolution delta frame 213 by identifying quality attribute differences, e.g., resolution differences, between first quality first frame 209 and second quality first frame 211. Video manipulation component 210RS may identify quality attribute differences between first quality first frame 209 and second quality first frame 211 using any video analysis techniques that are known to a person of ordinary skill in the art. Resolution delta frame 213 may aid in creating a high resolution transformed frame 221 from a low resolution second frame 217 generated by edge server 202ES.

Remote server 202RS may transmit resolution delta frame 213 to edge server 202ES via network 230 in any format known to a person of ordinary skill in the art, including H.264/5 stream. Alternatively, remote server 202RS may transmit first quality first frame 209 to edge server 202ES via network 230 in any manner known to a person of ordinary skill in the art, including H.264/5 stream.

Alternatively, remote server 202RS may transmit first quality first frame 209 to edge server 202ES and video manipulation component 210ES at the edge server 202ES may generate the resolution delta frame 213ES (Figs. 2B or 2C) at the edge server 202ES based at least in part on the first quality first frame 209 received from remote server 202RS.

Edge server 202ES may comprise a synchronization component 204ES, an execution component 206ES, and a video manipulation component 210ES. Execution component 206ES may be configured to execute a first application instance 208ES. Execution component 206ES may generate a second quality first frame 215 of first application instance 208ES having the second quality attribute, e.g., a low resolution. Execution component 206ES may further generate a second quality second frame 217 of first application instance 208ES having the second quality attribute, e.g., the low resolution. In an embodiment, execution component 206ES may generate audio 225 corresponding to first application instance 208ES. In an embodiment, second quality first frame 215 and second quality second frame 217 represent sequential frames, e.g., a first frame and a second frame, respectively, of first application instance 208ES. Execution component 206ES may generate second quality first frame 215 and second quality second frame 217 as a low resolution, e.g., 320x240 pixels, first frame 215 and a low resolution, e.g., 320x240 pixels, second frame 217.

Video manipulation component 210ES may generate a motion delta frame 219 by identifying differences, e.g., motion differences, between second quality first frame 215
and second quality second frame 217. Video manipulation component 210RS may identify motion differences between second quality first frame 215 and second quality second frame 217 using video analysis techniques that are known to a person of ordinary skill in the art, e.g., pixel-by-pixel basis, motion vectors, macro-blocks.

Video manipulation component 210ES may generate a transformed frame 221 by applying resolution delta frame 213 and motion delta frame 219 to second quality second frame 217 using any video manipulation techniques known to a person of ordinary skill in the art. Video manipulation component 210ES may transmit transformed frame 221 and audio 225 to client device 202C using any means known to a person of ordinary skill in the art for display on display 214C.

Edge server 202ES may operate in a collaborative rendering mode and an edge only mode. In the collaborative rendering mode, edge server 202ES may operate to collaboratively with remote server 208RS as is explained herein. In the edge only mode, edge server 202ES may render frames having a quality attribute supported by its hardware components without the aid of remote server 202RS. This situation may arise when, for example, remote server 202RS is not available for edge server 202ES to offload rendering.

Collaborative rendering mode between remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES allow users to experience low latencies as if remote server 202RS were located geographically close to client device 202C but with a density improvement in the edge server 202ES. Rendering performance for edge server 202ES may only determine density not capability since edge server 202ES need only render frames at a low resolution, e.g., 320x240 pixels and remote server 202RS may generate frames at a high resolution, e.g., 1920x1080 pixels, even if edge server 202ES may not natively support that high resolution.

Fig. 3 diagrams an embodiment of a timeline according to the present disclosure. Referring to Figs. 2A-C and 3, remote server 202RS may generate sequential high resolution frames Hi_1, Hi_2, and so on synchronous with edge server 202ES generating sequential low resolution frames Lo_1, Lo_2, and so on. In the example shown in Fig. 4, remote server 202RS and edge server 202ES generate frames every 16ms but any frame rate comes within the scope of the disclosure. Remote server 202RS will transmit either the high resolution frame, e.g., Hi_1, or a resolution delta frame 213 to edge server 202ES during the generation of the corresponding low resolution frame, e.g., Lo_1. Edge server 202ES may generate transformed frame 221, e.g., Hi_2', by applying the resolution delta
frame 213 and the motion delta frame 219 to the low resolution second frame, e.g., Lo_2. Edge server 202ES may transmit transformed frame 221, e.g., Hi_2', to client 202C. By doing so, latency is reduced as shown at 302.

[0038] Fig. 4 diagrams an embodiment of a system 400 according to the present disclosure. Referring to Figs. 1 and 4, a remote server 402RS may have a similar structure as remote server 202RS including a synchronization component 404RS, execution component 406RS, and video manipulation component 410RS. Like remote server 202RS, remote server 402RS may execute a second application instance 408RS and generate a resolution delta frame 421RS. System 400 includes a client 402C that operates similarly to edge server 202ES in system 200. Client 402C includes a synchronization component 404C, execution component 406C, and video manipulation component 410C that operate similarly to synchronization component 204ES, execution component 206ES, and video manipulation component 210ES as described above. Like edge server 202ES, client 402C may execute a first application instance 408C and generate a motion delta frame 412C and a transformed frame 421C. Collaborative rendering mode between remote server 402RS and client 402C may improve the native rendering capability of client device 402C at a small tradeoff of latency. Collaborative rendering mode may allow a client device 402C that can only render frames at a low resolution to instead interact with the application in a high resolution, e.g., 1920x1080 or 4k pixels, by having remote server 402RS render the high resolution frames and having client device 402C do the motion transform and display.

[0039] Further, in a collaborative rendering mode could also be leveraged for a seamless 'stream to play local' scenario. In this scenario, a user starts an application stream on a local device while the application downloads in the background. Once the download is complete, the application starts on the local device, synchronizes state with the remote server, and provides the natively rendered frames to the application instead of the video stream from the service.

[0040] And further yet, in streaming spectator style latency tolerant viewing scenarios, a remote server may provide the video stream (and possibly re-encode to lower target) to viewers thereby removing any additional load from valuable high density edge servers.

[0041] Fig. 5 diagrams an embodiment of a method 500 according to the present disclosure. Referring to Figs. 2A-C and 5, at 502, a method 500 executes an instance of an application on edge server 202ES. At 504, a method 500 generates a low resolution first and second frames 215, 217 of the application on edger server 202ES. At 506, method
500 determines whether edge server 202ES is operating in collaborative rendering mode, and if it is, method 500 generates a motion delta frame 219 at 508. At 510, edge server 202ES receives a resolution delta frame 213 from remote server 202RS that indicates the differences between a high resolution first frame and a low resolution first frame of an instance of the application executing on remote server 202RS synchronously with the instance of the application executing on edge server 202ES. At 512, method 500 generates a high resolution transformed frame on edge server 202ES by applying resolution delta frame 213 and motion delta frame 219 to low resolution first frame 215. At 514, method 500 transmits the transformed frame to a client device 202C. If the edge server 202ES is not operating in collaborative rendering mode at 506, method 500 generates application frames in a resolution consistent with its hardware, and transmits those frames to the client device 202C at 516.

[0042] It will also be appreciated by persons of ordinary skill in the art that the present disclosure is not limited to what has been particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the present disclosure includes both combinations and sub-combinations of the various features described hereinabove as well as modifications and variations which would occur to such skilled persons upon reading the foregoing description. Thus the disclosure is limited only by the appended claims.
CLAIMS

1. A system, comprising:
   at least one processing device; and
   a storage device configured to store instructions that, when executed by the at least one processing device, cause the at least one processing device to:
   execute a first instance of an application;
   generate a first instance first frame and a first instance second frame corresponding to the first instance of the application, the first instance first frame and the first instance second frame each comprising a first level quality attribute;
   receive, from a remote server, a resolution delta frame identifying a difference between a second instance first quality first frame and a second instance second quality first frame corresponding to a second instance of the application executing on the remote server, the second instance first quality first frame comprising the first level quality attribute and the second instance second quality first frame comprising a second level quality attribute;
   transform the first instance second frame into a transformed frame based at least in part on applying the resolution delta frame received from the remote server to the first instance second frame, the transformed frame comprising the second quality level attribute; and
   transmit the transformed frame to a client.

2. The system of claim 1, the storage device further configured to store instructions that, when executed by the at least one processing device, cause the at least one processing device further to:
   generate a motion delta frame configured to identify a difference between the first instance first frame and the first instance second frame, the motion delta frame comprising motion compensation information; and
   transform the first instance second frame into the transformed frame based at least in part on the motion delta frame.

3. The system of claim 1,
   wherein the first quality attribute is a first resolution; and
   wherein the second quality attribute is a second resolution higher than the first resolution.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the storage device further configured to store instructions that, when executed by the at least one processing device, cause the at
least one processing device further to:

substantially synchronize the first instance of the application with the second instance of the application executing on the remote server.

5. The system of claim 4,
wherein the first instance first frame corresponds to the second instance first quality first frame executing on the remote server.

6. The system of claim 4, the storage device further configured to store instructions that, when executed by the at least one processing device, cause the at least one processing device further to:
lock execution of the second instance of the application by the remote server to execution of the first instance of the application.

7. The system of claim 1, the storage device further configured to store instructions that, when executed by the at least one processing device, cause the at least one processing device further to:
genenerate audio corresponding to the application; and
transmit the audio to the client together with the transformed frame.

8. A method, comprising:
executing, on an edge server, a first instance of an application;
generating, on the edge server, a motion delta frame comprising motion compensation information to identify differences between a first frame of the first instance of the application and a second frame of the first instance of the application, the first frame of the first instance and the second frame of the first instance comprising a first level quality attribute;
receiving, at the edge server from a remote server, a resolution delta frame identifying differences between a first quality first frame of a second instance of the application executing on the remote server and a second quality first frame of the second instance of the application executing on the remote server, the first quality first frame of the second instance comprising the first level quality attribute and the second quality first frame of the second instance comprising a second level quality attribute;
transforming, at the edge server, the second frame of the first instance into a transformed frame based at least in part on applying the motion delta frame and the resolution delta frame to the second frame of the first instance; and
transmitting, from the edge server, the transformed frame to a client.
9. The method of claim 8, wherein the motion delta frame identifies macro-block differences between the first frame of the first instance of the application and the second frame of the first instance of the application.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the resolution delta frame identifies pixel-by-pixel differences between the first quality first frame of the second instance of the application and the second quality first frame of the second instance of the application.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein the first level quality attribute comprises a first resolution; and wherein the second level quality attribute comprises a second resolution.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the first resolution is a lower resolution than the second resolution; and wherein the transformed frame comprises the second resolution.

13. A system, comprising:
   an execution component configured to execute a first instance of an application;
   a server interface component configured to receive, from a remote server, a resolution delta frame that indicates differences between a first resolution first frame of a second instance of the application executing on the remote server and a second resolution first frame of the second instance of the application executing on the remote server;
   a video manipulation component configured to:
      identify a first resolution second frame of the first instance of the application; and
      transform the first resolution second frame of the first instance into a second resolution transformed frame by applying the resolution delta frame to the first resolution second frame of the first instance of the application; and
   a client interface component configured to transmit the second resolution transformed frame to a client, the first resolution second frame of the first instance and the first resolution first frame of the second instance comprising a first resolution and the second resolution first frame of the second instance comprising a second resolution higher than the first resolution.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the video manipulation component is further configured to:
generate a motion delta frame to identify differences between a first resolution first frame of the first instance and the first resolution second frame of the first instance; and transform the first resolution second frame of the first instance into the second resolution transformed frame based at least in part on the motion delta frame.

15. The system of claim 13, further comprising:
a synchronization component to synchronize the second instance of the application executing on the remote server with the first instance of the application.
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